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 Exact Numbers of Longest Cycles with Empty Intersection
 S TANISLAV J ENDROL ’  AND Z DZISLAW S KUPIEN ´
 We have proved that , for every integer  É  >  7 ,  there is a 2-connected graph having  É  longest
 cycles the intersection of which is empty , but any set of  É  2  1 longest cycles has a non-empty
 intersection . This implies a new bound ,  c  <  6 ,  on a parameter  c  introduced by T . Zamfirescu .
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 The main purpose of this note is to provide two examples of simple graphs of small
 enough orders and having small numbers of longest cycles with empty intersection . The
 first graph ,  G 2 2 in Figure 1 , is 2-connected and has 22 vertices . The second ,  G 1 8 (see
 Figure 2) , is 3-connected and of order 18 . The graphs  G 2 2 and  G 1 8 have seven and nine
 longest cycles with empty intersection , respectively .
 Note that the best known corresponding examples are due to Zamfirescu . The first of
 them has eight such cycles and 12 vertices [3] (see Figure 3) . The other , just like our
 graph  G 1 8  ,  has nine such cycles but is of order 36 , cf . Voss [2 , p .  78 , Figure 3 . 12 . 1c] .
 As a matter of fact , we prove the following general result on exact numbers of
 longest cycles with empty intersection .
 T HEOREM 1 .  For e y  ery integer  É  >  7 , there is a  2- connected graph with a set of  É
 longest cycles the intersection of which is empty , such that any subset of  É  2  1  longest
 cycles has a non - empty intersection .
 P ROOF .  For even  É  >  8 ,  the required graph can be found among known homogeneo-
 usly traceable non-hamiltonian graphs presented in [1] and obtainable from two
 families of cubic graphs which are non-2-edge hamiltonian . A member of the first
 family (we call it a ‘hubless wheel’) consists of a cycle  C 4 k  5  [ u 1  ,  u 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  u 2 k  ,  y  1  ,
 y  2  ,  .  .  .  ,  y  2 k  , u 1 ] together with all 2 k  antipodal chords (spokes)  u i y  i  ( i  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  2 k ) ,
 k  >  2 .  The second family is that of graphs of (2 k  1  1)-sided prisms ,  k  >  2 ,  and we call
 these graphs ‘real wheels’ with the odd number 2 k  1  1 of spokes ,  k  >  2 .  It is known
 that any two non-neighbouring spokes in each of those ‘wheels’  k  >  2 .  It is known that
 any two non-neighbouring spokes in each of those ‘wheels’ are not on any hamiltonian
 cycle . The required graphs are obtainable from these ‘wheels’ by inserting a degree-2
 vertex into each of their spokes . We denote the resulting graphs by  Θ 6 k  and  F 6 k 1 3 ,
 respectively , where each subscript is the order of the graph . Note that if  n  is the order ,
 then  n  2  2 is the circumference of the graph . Moreover , for each degree-3 vertex  x ,
 there is a longest cycle which avoids  x  (and the degree-2 neighbour of  x ) .  Furthermore ,
 no longest cycle can avoid two degree-3 vertices . Thus , for  É  5  4 k  and 4 k  1  2 ,  the
 required graphs are  Θ 6 k  and  F 6 k 1 3 ,  respectively .
 The required graph for odd  É  >  7 is obtained by applying the known operation of
 cutting and splicing at degree-3 vertices to two copies of  Θ 6 k  ( É  5  4 k  2  1) or  F 6 k 1 3
 ( É  5  4 k  1  1) .  The operation consists of removing a degree-3 vertex from each copy and
 adding a 3-matching between dif ferent copies joining neighbours of the removed
 vertices . In our construction the degree-2 neighbours are made adjacent in the resulting
 graphs , which we denote by (2 Θ 12 k 2 2 and (2 F ) 12 k 1 4 ,  respectively .
 Each new graph (2 Θ ) n  and (2 F ) n  includes a cycle  C n 2 4 .  Therefore the circumference
 of the graph is  n  2  4 .  In fact , otherwise contracting to a vertex a suitable part coming
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 F IGURE 1 .  The graph  G 2 2 .
 F IGURE 2 .  The graph  G 1 8 .
 from an old  Θ  (or  Θ ) would give the circumference of the other  Θ  (or  Θ ) larger than
 the order minus two , a contradiction . Let  w  be a symmetry of our graph (about vertical
 line in Figures 1 and 4) . One can easily see that there is a unique longest cycle which
 avoids any degree-3 vertex  x  and its image  w ( x ) .  On the other hand , no longest cycle
 can omit more than two degree-3 vertices . This completes the proof .  h
 T HEOREM 2 .  The graph G 2 2  in Figure  1  has the following property . For any
 É  5  7 ,  8 ,  .  .  .  ,  13 there is a set of  É  longest cycles with empty intersection such that each
 subset of  É  2  1  cycles has a non - empty intersection .
 P ROOF .  Note that , for any degree-3 vertex  x ,  there is another degree-3 vertex  z ,  e . g .
 z  5  w ( x )  (which is the only possibility if  x  5  y , y 9 in Figure 1) , such that there is a
 F IGURE 3 .  The graph  Θ 1 2 .
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 F IGURE 4 .  The graph (2 F ) 2 8 .
 unique longest cycle ,  C 0 x , z  ,  which avoids  x  and  z .  There are exactly seven cycles of the
 form  C 0 x , w ( x ) and they form a required set for  É  5  7 .  This set appears in the proof of
 Theorem 1 . Moreover , if  x  ?  y , y 9 then there is a unique longest cycle ,  C 9 x ,  which
 avoids  x  and passes through all remaining degree-3 vertices of  G 2 2 .  A required set of
 cycles for  É  5  7  1  k , k  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  6 ,  is obtainable from the above 7-set by taking  k
 cycles  C 0 x , w ( x )  ,  where  x  ?  y , y 9 ,  and by replacing each  C 0 x , w ( x ) with two cycles  C 9 x  and
 C 9 w ( x ) .  h
 Note that the graph  G 1 8 in Figure 2 is obtained by cutting and splicing applied to two
 copies of the famous Petersen graph .
 The graph  G 1 8 on 18 vertices is the smallest known (cubic) 3-connected graph which
 has less than ten (namely , nine) longest cycles the intersection of which is empty . Note
 that the corresponding Zamfirescu’s example on 36 vertices is obtained from  K 4 by
 replacing each vertex with vertex-deleted subgraph of the Petersen graph . Our graph
 G 1 8  can be seen as similarly obtainable from 
 3 K 2  ,  the cubic multigraph on two vertices .
 R EMARK .  It is well known that any two longest cycles of a 2-connected graph have a
 common vertex . It is an open problem due to T . Zamfirescu (cf . Voss [2 ,  p .  78]) to find
 the largest integer  c  such that any  c  longest cycles of any 2-connected graph have a
 common vertex . We define  c˜  to be the largest integer  k  such that any  k  distinct longest
 cycles of any 2-connected graph have a common vertex . Hence  c  <  c˜  .  Moreover ,
 infinitely many graphs are necessary to prove the finiteness of  c˜ .  Our Theorem 1 put a
 new upper bound not only on  c  but also on  c˜  : namely ,
 2  <  c  <  c˜  <  6 .
 This improves on the bound  c  <  7 which is implied by Zamfirescu’s example , shown in
 Figure 3 .
 Note that there is a related open problem , due to Zamfirescu , concerning the
 determination of  p ,  the largest integer  k  such that any  k  longest paths of a connected
 graph have a common vertex . Our variation of the problem consists of determining  p˜
 the definition of which is obtained from that of  p  by requiring that the paths involved
 are to be mutually distinct . It is known [2] that 2  <  p  <  6 .
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